Screaming Abdabs Limited
Cookies Policy
The Screaming Abdabs Limited Cookies Policy
Where applicable this is the Cookies Policy of Screaming Abdabs Limited (“We”, “Us”, “Our”). Our
Website, https://screamingabdabs.gallery/, (Our “Website”) may use cookies to distinguish You
(“You”/“Your”) from other users of Our Website. This helps Us to provide You with a good experience
when You browse Our Website and also allows Us to improve Our site. Please note that You accept and
consent to the use of Cookies as set out in this Cookie Policy by visiting and continuing to use https://
screamingabdabs.gallery/ (Our “Website”).
What are Cookies?
A cookie is a small data file that We store on Your browser or the hard drive of Your computer. Cookies
contain information that is transferred to Your computer’s hard drive. First Party Cookies are those set
on Your browser by Us and tend to be those that We use to recognise You and Your preferences when
You come back to Our Website. Third Party Cookies are those set by a third party service provider on
Our Website and tend to be those used for advertising, marketing or analytic purposes. The length
of time cookies remain on Your browser or computer depend on the function they are carrying out.
“Session cookies” are those operating temporarily when Your browser is open i.e. they are deleted
immediately on closing Your browser.“Permanent cookies” are those operating at all times, whether
Your browser is closed or not.
Which Cookies do We use?
We reserve the right to use the following cookies:
Strictly necessary cookies
These are cookies that are required for the operation of Our Website. They include, for example,
cookies that enable You to use a shopping cart. These cookies are session cookies.
Analytical/performance cookies
They allow Us to recognise and count the number of visitors, where they have come from, and to
see how visitors move around Our Website when they are using it. This helps Us to improve the way
Our Website works, for example, by ensuring that users are finding what they are looking for easily.
These cookies collect information in an anonymous form and are session cookies. For example, We
use Google Analytics, a web analytics service provide by Google, Inc, to collect information such as
the number of visitors to the site or where they have come from, in an anonymous form, to help Us
improve Our Website and compile reports.
Functionality cookies
These are used to recognise You when You return to Our Website. This enables Us to personalise
Our content for You, greet You by name and remember Your preferences (for example, Your choice
of language or region), or where You are an Account holder with Us, Your account details. These are
permanent cookies. Please note that third parties (including, for example, advertising networks and
providers of external services like web traffic analysis services) may also use cookies, over which We
have no control. We do not control the placing of these cookies and You should check the relevant
third party’s website for more information about these cookies. The relevant third party is responsible
for providing You with information regarding the cookies they place and obtaining Your consent before
placing cookies on Your device. You can block cookies by activating the setting on Your browser that
allows You to refuse the setting of all or some cookies. However, if You use Your browser settings to
block all cookies (including strictly necessary cookies) You may not be able to access all or parts of
Our Website.
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